1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Electricity is a very important element of modern urban and rural life. Rising demand and environmental considerations have prompted the examination of renewable solutions for energy production. Currently, renewable energy power sources have entered the picture and have received much attention from researchers and governments. Due to the intermittent nature of renewable energy resources, such methods are vulnerable to power imbalances \[[@bib1]\]. Solar power is a very important source of renewable energy because of its sustainable and non-polluting nature, along with its abundance \[[@bib2]\]. The main drawback of solar power is its variability, which is due to the intermittent nature of solar radiation. Solar radiation is a key indicator of solar energy availability. Hence, for power management, forecasting of solar radiation is very important. Forecasting helps a utility to predict how much electricity will be produced from a given plant in the upcoming hours or days \[[@bib3]\]. This may help ISOs in making decisions regarding which peak-load plants need to be in operation and which may be put on standby. With this approach, generation costs may decrease and users may ultimately benefit financially \[[@bib4]\]. Machine learning models are used for various types of forecasting and continue to produce improved forecasting results.

1.1. Solar radiation forecasting models {#sec1.1}
---------------------------------------

In recent years, many techniques have been developed for solar radiation prediction, and can be broadly classified into two broad categories, cloud imagery combined with physical models and machine learning models. The choice between these two is mainly based on the time horizon for which the forecasting is required. For the short term (up to 6 h-ahead), forecasting extrapolation and statistical processes using satellite images or ground-level measurements and sky images are generally suitable \[[@bib5]\]. The numerical weather prediction (NWP) model is a combination of post-processing modules and real-time measurements or satellite data. The NWP model is suitable for forecasting up to two days ahead or beyond \[[@bib6]\]. Time-series models (such as ARMA and SARMA) have also been used in various literature reports for solar radiation forecasting and provide suitable results, but the main drawback of these models is that they are not able to consider nonlinearity in the data.

Machine learning is a subfield of computer science. Machine learning models have various advantages over other types of models, and they can model nonlinearities in data and establish relationships between inputs and outputs without requiring prior information. Due to these advantages, machine learning models are used for classification and regression purposes. Due to this, various machine learning models have been used for solar radiation forecasting in recent years. Artificial neural networks (ANN), nearest neighbour neural networks (k-NN), support vector machines (SVM) and Markov chain models have been detailed in the literature \[[@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10]\]. The regression tree and random forest models have been rarely used model types but show good results. A detailed comparison and performance of these models are available in \[[@bib2]\]. Some important research work conducted by various researchers in this area is presented here:

Behrooz Keshtegar *et al.* \[[@bib11]\] compared four machine learning models for solar radiation forecasting. The data were acquired over 391 months at the Adana and Antakya stations in Turkey. Various combinations of maximum temperature, minimum temperature, sunshine hours, wind speed and relative humidity were selected as input variables for various forecasting models. The MARS, M5Tree, RSM (response surface method) and kriging models were compared on the basis of various statistical indicators. From their analysis, the authors found that, for forecasting at the Adana station, the MARS model showed the best forecasting results among all models considered.

Lunche Wang *et al.* \[[@bib12]\] presented two forecasting models for solar radiation forecasting at 21 stations in China. Seven methodological variables were taken as inputs to fit the adaptive-neuro-fuzzy inference systems (ANFIS) and M5 models. The models were examined for data forecasting for 21 stations. From the analysis, it was found that, for different stations, different models presented better results. For station number 51777, the M5 model provided the best forecasting results.

M. Zamo *et al.* \[[@bib13]\] compared 6 machine learning models for forecasting the PV power generation for the next day for power plants in France. The machine learning models used were the binary regression tree model, the Bagging model, the random forest model, the boosting model, the support vector machine model and the generalized additive model. The authors used the R software for modelling. The root mean squared error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE) and mean bias error (MBE) are indicators which were used for selection of the best model. From the comparison, the author found that the random forest model provided the best results among all of the models analysed.

Geoffrey K.F. Tso \[[@bib14]\] compared the regression tree, linear regression and the ANN models for forecasting electricity consumption in Hong Kong, China. Comparison of the models was conducted using the square root of the average squared error. From the comparison, it was found that the regression tree model provided the best results.

From the literature review, it was found that the MARS, M5, regression tree and random forest models presented better results than other machine learning models. It was also found that one to a few day-ahead forecasting with hourly granularity is useful for unit commitments, transmission scheduling, and day-ahead markets \[[@bib15]\]. In this paper, forecasting of the 1-day-ahead to 6-day-ahead solar radiation levels has been achieved using four machine learning models using a 12-month dataset for Gorakhpur, a site that is situated in the northern region of India. Forecasting was accomplished using the MARS, M5, regression tree and random forest models, as they were found to provide the best results, as has been indicated in different publications. For modelling purposes, the statistical software R \[[@bib16]\] and its associated packages were used in this paper.

This paper is divided into five sections; the second section is dedicated to the description of site locations and data structures. The third section focuses on various machine learning models and statistical indicators. In the fourth section, the results and a comparison of all four machine learning models studied are presented. The fifth section is dedicated to the conclusions and a discussion of outcomes from this study.

2. Study area {#sec2}
=============

In this paper, solar radiation forecasting has been conducted for a site in Gorakhpur, India. Gorakhpur is located in the northern region of India and it is very close to Nepal. The mean annual temperature at Gorakhpur varies from 19.6 °C to 31.9 °C and the mean annual precipitation is 1,228.1 mm. The Madan Mohan Malaviya University of Technology (MMMUT) is a state university located in Gorakhpur. The solar radiation resources setup is located on the roof of the electrical engineering department of MMMUT, Gorakhpur. Site location of the setup is shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The setup is located at a latitude of 26°43′50.41″ N and a longitude of 83°26′2.8″ E. The altitude of the setup is 59 m above the sea level. A pictorial view of the setup is shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The setup was installed by the National Institute of Wind Energy (NIWE), an autonomous R&D institution that is under the Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE), Government of India \[[@bib17]\]. The standards of the setup can be seen from \[[@bib18]\].Fig. 1Google earth image of the site location.Fig. 1Fig. 2Pictorial view of the solar radiation resource setup.Fig. 2

For the present study, one year (1^st^ Jan 2017--31^st^ Dec 2017) of data was collected using the setup shown. Nine data parameters were collected from the setup, namely minimum temperature (°C), maximum temperature (°C), average temperature (°C), wind speed (m/sec), rainfall (mm), dew point (°C), global solar radiation (W/m^2^), atmospheric pressure (mb), and solar azimuth (°). The setup collected the data in a minute-wise format but for proper fitting to the models, the minute-wise data were converted into hourly data. The temperature, wind, dew point, pressure and azimuth angle data were converted into hourly data by averaging the minute-wise data, whereas the rainfall and radiation data were converted into hourly data by summing the minute-wise data. 1-day, 2-day, 3-day, 4-day, 5-day, and 6-day-ahead forecasting were conducted in the present study. For this, the data from the earlier days of the month were used for model training, whereas the data from the latter days of the month were used for testing the models. For example, for 5-day-ahead forecasting in May, data from the 1^st^ to 26^th^ of May were used for model training and data from the 27^th^ to 31^st^ of May were used for model testing. [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the data profile for the month of May.Fig. 3Structure of data for the month of May.Fig. 3

3. Methodology {#sec3}
==============

3.1. MARS model {#sec3.1}
---------------

The multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) algorithm was first introduced by Friedman in 1991 \[[@bib19]\]. MARS is a nonlinear and nonparametric regression model. This model estimates the relationships between the dependent and independent variables by the use of piecewise linear splines. MARS simulates the model by the use of basic functions (BFs). BFs are defined in the form of pairs based on a knot to define an inflection region \[[@bib20]\]. MARS generates a linear combination of BFs, which are shown below \[[@bib19], [@bib21]\]:$$f\left( x \right) = \beta_{0} + \sum\limits_{j = 1}^{n}{\beta_{j}BF_{j}}$$where,$\beta_{j}$ (j = 0, 1, 2.......n) are unknown coefficients and can be estimated by the least-square method, $n$is a number of terms in the final model and can be estimated by the forward-backward stepwise process, and$BF_{j}$is j^th^ basis function, which is given as:$$BF_{j} = \begin{Bmatrix}
\left| {x - c_{j}} \right|^{+} & , & \left| {C_{j} - x} \right|^{+} \\
\end{Bmatrix}$$where $\left| {x - c_{j}} \right|^{+} = \max\left( {0,x - c_{j}} \right)$$$\left| {C_{j} - x} \right|^{+} = \max\left( {0,C_{j} - x} \right)$$

The model is fitted based on n number of BFs that provides the lowest generalized cross-validation (GCV). The GCV can be formulated ass$$GCV = \frac{SSE_{j}}{\left( {1 - vnj/m} \right)^{2}}$$where,

$SSE_{j}$is the sum of square error and$v$is the smoothing function.

The beauty of this model is that it does not require assumptions to establish a relationship between the input and output variables. In this model, the resulting piecewise curves enable greater flexibility because this model allows bends and thresholds which are not present in linear regression models. The MARS model fits in two stages, the first stage is the forward stage, in which functions are added and potential knots are detected to facilitate accuracy and to avoid an overfitted model. The second stage is the backward stage, in which the lower effective terms are eliminated. Details of the model can be seen in the work of Zhang and Goh \[[@bib22]\].

[Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of a MARS model. In this example, we can observe that if we apply a linear regression model to such data, the overall error (e) is quite high, but if we apply a MARS model containing 3 separate splines and 2 hinge functions, the resulting model has a lower overall error (e) and this matches the pattern of the data in more eloquent manner. The MARS model has been used in many applications in research, such as prediction modelling, financial management, and time series analysis \[[@bib11], [@bib23], [@bib24]\]. In this paper, the MARS model was used for solar radiation forecasting.Fig. 4Example of MARS model.Fig. 4

3.2. Classification and regression tree (CART) {#sec3.2}
----------------------------------------------

The advantage of CART is that it is able to explore and highlight complex or hidden relationships in the data. The CART model is based on if-then rules. This is one of the most popular models used in machine learning for classification as well as for regression \[[@bib25]\]. The CART model creates a single regression or classification tree by repeatedly splitting the data into groups by maintaining homogeneity in the output as much as possible using a set of decision rules that are applied to a specific explanatory variable \[[@bib26]\]. The homogeneity in the output is measured through the residual sum of the squares, also known as the impurity of a node. First, the input variable is selected for splitting the node that maximizes the homogeneity in the child nodes that are related to the parent nodes, then other input variables are chosen as child nodes \[[@bib27]\].

Once the optimal regression tree has been constructed, it is necessary to prune the tree to avoid overfitting. To select the optimal tree size, a cross-validation process is used. The cross-validation process helps to select the model with smallest prediction error. For better understanding, a simple example of the CART model is presented in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, which shows the splitting of the input space X1×X2 (independent variables) into six subspaces (leaves) by the above-described algorithm.Fig. 5Example of a Regression Model tree for splitting the Input Space X1×X2.Fig. 5

In addition, the CART model is widely used to solve regression problems in domains as diverse as engineering, medicine and the environment \[[@bib28], [@bib29], [@bib30]\]. For example, A. Troncoso has used the CART model to predict wind speeds for a wind farm in northern Guadalajara, Spain \[[@bib25]\]. Choi et al. used the CART model to predict air pollution levels for the south coast of California by using various meteorological variables as inputs to the model \[[@bib31]\].

3.3. M5 model {#sec3.3}
-------------

The M5 model was first introduced by Quinlan in 1992 \[[@bib32]\]. This model is based on a binary decision tree having linear regression functions at the terminal (leaf) nodes, and develops a relationship between the independent and dependent variables. The decision tree is only applicable for categorical data but this model can also be applied to quantitative data \[[@bib33]\]. The M5 model uses two stages to fit the model. In the first stage, the data are split into subsets and form a decision tree. The splitting of the decision tree is based on treating the standard deviations of the class values that reach a node as measures of the error at the nodes and by calculating the expected reduction in this error as a result of testing each attribute at the node. The standard deviation can be calculated as:$$SDR = sd\left( T \right) - \sum{\frac{\left| T_{j} \right|}{\left| T \right|}sd\left( Tj \right)}$$where $T$ is a set of examples that reach the node, $T_{j}$is the subset of examples that have the j^th^ outcome of the potential set, and SD is the standard deviation.

Due to the splitting, the standard deviation of a child node will be less than that of the parent node. After checking various splitting processes, the one that maximizes the expected error reduction is be chosen. The division tree has become overfitted. To overcome this overfitting, in the second stage, the overgrown tree is pruned and then the pruned sub-trees are replaced with linear regression functions \[[@bib34], [@bib35]\]. [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}(a) shows the splitting of the input space X1×X2 (independent variables) into six subspaces (leaves) by the M5 model tree algorithm. [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}(b) shows their relationships in the form of a tree diagram, in which LM1 to LM6 are at the leaf level.Fig. 6Example of an M5 model tree, (a) Splitting the input space X1×X2 by the M5 model tree algorithm, (b) Diagram of the model tree with six linear regression nodes at the leaves.Fig. 6

The M5 tree model is analogous to the piecewise linear functions of regression trees. The advantage of the M5 model over the CART model is that the M5 model learns efficiently and can challenge and tackle problems having very high dimensionality and complexity. The M5 tree model is of smaller size than the CART model and its best trait is that the regression functions of the M5 model do not typically consist of many variables. The M5 model has also been used for many applications in recent years, such as engineering, medical and agricultural purposes. Recently, the M5 model has been successfully used for estimating reference evapotranspiration (ET0) \[[@bib27]\], forecasting SO~2~ concentrations \[[@bib36]\], pan evaporation modelling \[[@bib37]\] and for daily river flow forecasting for the Sohu Stream, Turkey \[[@bib38]\].

3.4. Random forest model {#sec3.4}
------------------------

The random forest model is the most popular technique for regression and classification in decision tree learning. It is very efficient and, at the same time, its regression accuracy is better than the other regression methods. The random forest (RF) model was proposed by L. Breman in 1984 \[[@bib39]\]. The random model constructs a large number of decorrelated decision trees in the training phase. After developing a number of decision trees, the output of the model is obtained by averaging the output values of all of the individual trees. For training any single tree, the learner bagging algorithm is used in the random forest model. Here, bagging repeatedly selects $B$bootstrap samples of the training set and fits $t_{b}$trees using the Gini impurity in these samples. After the training process, the predicted values for unseen examples$x$ are calculated by averaging the prediction results from all regression trees by:$$y = \frac{1}{B}\sum\limits_{b = 1}^{B}{t_{b}\left( x \right)}$$

By modelling different trees instead of a single tree, the random forest model presents better and more accurate predictions \[[@bib14], [@bib16]\]. The ranking of variables obtained with this methodology is unbiased and is more accurate than the CART results.

The random forest model is used in various classification and regression applications, such as estimations of metropolitan NO^2^ exposures in Japan \[[@bib40]\], landslide susceptibility assessments in China \[[@bib41]\], and mapping of groundwater potentials for Iranian \[[@bib42]\] crop yield predictions \[[@bib43]\].

3.5. Statistical indicators {#sec3.5}
---------------------------

All models were evaluated according to several comparison statistics, namely, the mean bias error (MBE), root mean squared error (RMSE) and the mean absolute error (MAE). The expressions for these criteria are given below:$$\text{MBE} = \sum\limits_{\text{k} = 1}^{\text{n}}{\text{e}_{\text{k}}/\text{n}}$$$$\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\sum\limits_{\text{k} = 1}^{\text{n}}{\text{e}_{\text{k}}^{2}/\text{n}}}$$$$\text{MAE} = \sum\limits_{\text{k} = 1}^{\text{n}}{\left| \text{e}_{\text{k}} \right|/\text{n}}$$where $\text{e}_{\text{k}}$ represents the error between the true value and the predicted value and n is the number of observations.

4. Results and discussion {#sec4}
=========================

1-day-ahead, 2-day-ahead, 3-day-ahead, 4-day-ahead, 5-day-ahead, and 6-day-ahead solar radiation forecasting was conducted for every month of 2017. The MARS, CART, M5 and random forecast machine learning models were used for this forecasting. To fit these models, nine parameters, namely, time, minimum temperature, maximum temperature, average temperature, wind speed, rainfall, dew point, atmospheric pressure and solar azimuth were taken as the input variables, and the global solar radiation was used as the output variable. These nine input variables were selected because they represent superior correction factors. The RMSEs were used to measure the deviations between the forecasted and actual values. The RMSE values represent the short-term performance of the model. Lower RMSEs indicate a more accurate model. The RMSE % is used to evaluate the performance of the model for different months with different levels of available solar radiation. The MBE provides long term correlations between the forecasted and actual values, term by term. The MBE is used to describe whether the model is under or overpredicted. A negative value for the MBE indicates that the model is underpredicted and a positive MBE indicates that the model is overpredicted. The ideal value for MBE is zero \[[@bib44]\]. The MAE shows the absolute value of the MBE. Four models were evaluated on the basis of these three statistical indicators to observe the performances of these models under various forecasting conditions.

4.1. Performance of the MARS model {#sec4.1}
----------------------------------

First, the MARS model was applied for 1-day-ahead to 6-day-ahead solar radiation forecasting. For fitting the MARS model, the "earth" package in the R software was used \[[@bib45]\]. [Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} presents a fitness vs. residual graph generated from the 1-day-ahead forecasting for May 2017. From [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, it can be observed that the model fits quite well and that the residuals are quite low. [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} presents the graph for (a) 1-day-ahead, (b) 2-day-ahead, (c) 3-day-ahead, (d) 4-day-ahead, (e) 5-day-ahead and (f) 6-day-ahead forecasted and actual values for May 2017. In this figure, the x-axis represents the hourly global solar radiation incidence at the surface in W/m^2^, and the y-axis represents time (in hours). From [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, it can be observed that this model shows good results, even for the 6-day-ahead forecasting.Fig. 7MARS Model fitness graph for 1-day-ahead Forecasting on May Month.Fig. 7Fig. 8(a) 1-day-ahead (b) 2-day-ahead (c) 3-day-ahead (d) 4-day-ahead (e) 5-day-ahead (f) 6-day-ahead Forecasted and Actual value graphs from the MARS Model for May 2017.Fig. 8

[Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} is a matrix representation of the statistical errors in forecasting for various months and for various forecasting time spans. [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} shows that for 1-day-ahead forecasting, the lowest RMSE was seen for June, the highest RMSE was observed for January and the average RMSE for all months was 83.9%. For 2-day-ahead forecasting, the lowest RMSE was found in November, the highest RMSE was for January and the average RMSE for all months was 89.29%. For 3-day-ahead forecasting, the lowest RMSE was found for the month of October, the highest RMSE was found for May and the average RMSE for all months was 84.02%. For 4-day-ahead forecasting, the lowest RMSE was seen for October, the highest RMSE was found for January and the average RMSE for all months was 83.86%. For 5-day-ahead forecasting, the lowest RMSE was in October, the highest RMSE was in February and the average RMSE for all months was 83.39%. For 6-day-ahead forecasting, the lowest RMSE was for October, the highest RMSE was for January and the average RMSE for all months was 90.92%.Table 1MARS model forecasting results.Table 1JanFebMarAprMayJunJulyAugSepOctNovDecAvg1-day a-headMBE-39.86106.66-4.81-32.5535.60-8.97-0.7038.8122.1920.113.64-11.16**10.75**RMSE102.66151.3295.36113.0479.9747.28106.6273.9373.9647.9454.0360.67**83.9**MAE70.45106.6659.6550.9658.6939.2163.3650.3453.9437.3042.6045.42**56.55**2-day a-headMBE94.9894.989.35-33.9141.11-0.78-13.19-17.67-10.452.981.56-13.58**12.95**RMSE143.30143.3067.02101.79123.5466.9494.4889.0578.6648.4846.9867.97**89.29**MAE96.3696.3640.6147.3592.9450.1453.1560.3858.7035.4936.4649.83**59.81**3-day a-headMBE-19.3880.80-1.94-23.12-4.796.28-14.09-39.46-13.049.9117.22-4.91**-0.54**RMSE100.85118.8163.8680.08141.4274.0092.8486.3984.5547.1958.7559.48**84.02**MAE63.6783.8938.9046.0199.8949.2954.5360.9669.4636.0844.6144.56**57.65**4-day a-headMBE13.9075.20-16.15-23.587.648.756.24-25.97-9.0819.0720.5921.62**8.19**RMSE110.73119.0066.2679.30125.1578.6082.4180.1291.5448.0161.4963.75**83.86**MAE75.0178.5438.9349.8986.7554.3652.2757.9373.6936.1746.2651.19**58.42**5-day a-headMBE5.2469.29-22.07-15.476.4815.14-24.18-18.33-5.4122.3125.982.28**5.11**RMSE97.52119.1765.2278.24126.6279.1183.7376.8583.8153.5768.7268.12**83.39**MAE65.1574.3936.9853.5385.6858.4554.8657.2765.3540.4449.9051.51**57.79**6-day a-headMBE-75.8568.42-14.018.319.5742.71-36.27-18.752.7330.9918.345.79**3.5**RMSE174.53121.0461.6474.43117.99101.8887.3072.1394.9955.6066.4563.07**90.92**MAE114.7774.8436.9652.4081.9972.6661.2852.0964.2943.2449.2447.25**62.58**

4.2. Performance of the CART model {#sec4.2}
----------------------------------

The classification and regression tree model is the basic decision tree model. To fit the MARS model, the "rpart" and "RWeka" packages of the R software were used \[[@bib46], [@bib47]\]. The CART model was applied for 1-day-ahead to 6-day-ahead solar radiation forecasting for all months of 2017. [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} represents the regression tree structure employed for 1-day-ahead forecasting for May. [Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} presents (a) 1-day-ahead, (b) 2-day-ahead, (c) 3-day-ahead, (d) 4-day-ahead, (e) 5-day-ahead and (f) 6-day-ahead forecasting results for May 2017. The x-axis represents the hourly global solar radiation incidence on the surface in W/m^2^ and the y-axis represents time (in hours).Fig. 9Regression Tree Structure used for 1-day-ahead Forecasting in May.Fig. 9Fig. 10(a) 1-day-ahead (b) 2-day-ahead (c) 3-day-ahead (d) 4-day-ahead (e) 5-day-ahead (f) 6-day-ahead Forecasted and Actual value graphs from the CART Model for May 2017.Fig. 10

[Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} shows a matrix representation of the various statistical errors observed from the 1-day-ahead to 6-day-ahead forecasting in various months. From [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, it can be observed that for the 1-day-ahead forecasting, the lowest RMSE was seen in December, the highest RMSE was observed for May and average RMSE for all months was 93.04%. For 2-day-ahead forecasting, the lowest RMSE was in November, the highest RMSE was in July and the average RMSE for all months was 93.24%. For 3-day-ahead forecasting, the lowest RMSE was in January, the highest RMSE was in July and the average RMSE for all months was 90.84%. For 4-day-ahead forecasting, the lowest RMSE was observed for January, the highest RMSE was seen in May and the average RMSE for all months was 92.91%. For 5-day-ahead forecasting, the lowest RMSE was seen in October. The highest RMSE was in May and the average RMSE for all months was 94.87%. For 6-day-ahead forecasting, the lowest RMSE was observed in October, the highest RMSE was found in January and the average RMSE for all months was 103.92%.Table 2CART model forecasting results.Table 2JanFebMarAprMayJunJulyAugSepOctNovDecAvg1-day a-headMBE-14.4932.230.94-32.5922.2116.57-12.2117.2370.9237.0111.65-12.56**11.41**RMSE51.79117.6997.35121.56123.0262.51114.8473.58136.76111.8159.9345.63**93.04**MAE29.7776.2259.5873.1576.5743.0668.2646.2977.5769.9328.7125.74**56.24**2-day a-headMBE-16.8131.3817.63-16.78-12.0918.3422.71-37.7546.7521.4929.51-15.13**7.44**RMSE66.2569.9384.8098.14154.3580.71135.07111.17108.2067.0683.5859.63**93.24**MAE35.3741.6151.5958.8793.6254.5269.7665.1161.3946.7846.7831.83**54.77**3-day a-headMBE-11.7921.04-5.545.72-50.3319.25-1.16-27.4536.1428.1024.20-10.61**2.3**RMSE60.2354.50100.5895.04159.2881.38118.60102.1394.8894.8574.3954.21**90.84**MAE33.2135.1264.1558.6095.6855.5061.4660.5454.5258.3343.3129.89**54.19**4-day a-headMBE11.1234.66-13.369.08-10.6236.40-2.96-20.4638.9627.7423.544.11**11.52**RMSE67.5193.0072.30106.36139.8981.8899.9796.83100.84109.1471.3275.90**92.91**MAE40.8359.9745.7365.5981.3656.7759.9758.5658.5667.3743.0645.42**56.93**5-day a-headMBE-21.9641.89-14.1414.82-31.6724.712.33-3.2714.9427.1119.04-19.76**4.5**RMSE107.64100.1168.69104.13135.6084.0092.21103.3698.3260.7886.6696.88**94.87**MAE55.0266.5543.0966.2276.2057.9354.8463.1057.1438.6849.0049.52**56.44**6-day a-headMBE-16.7439.17-46.5617.75-20.6435.96-4.91-2.009.9523.1516.70-15.06**3.06**RMSE112.93107.71120.36103.74128.0683.65108.68104.24116.9459.9599.14101.63**103.92**MAE64.3074.2884.9667.2972.6356.5959.8561.2967.1538.6354.9357.87**63.31**

4.3. Performance of the M5 model {#sec4.3}
--------------------------------

M5 is a modified version of the CART model and is also known as the leaf regression tree model. For modelling with the M5 model, the "rpart" and "RWeka" packages of R software were used \[[@bib46], [@bib47]\]. The M5 model was employed for 1-day-ahead to 6-day-ahead solar radiation forecasting. [Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} represents the regression tree structure generated for the M5 model fitting for 1-day-ahead forecasting in May. [Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"} represents 1-day-head to 6-day-ahead forecasted and actual results for May. The axis labels are the same as those in [Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 11Tree structure used for 1-day-ahead forecasting in May with the M5 Model.Fig. 11Fig. 12(a) 1-day-ahead (b) 2-day-ahead (c) 3-day-ahead (d) 4-day-ahead (e) 5-day-ahead (f) 6-day-ahead forecasted and actual value graphs for the M5 model for May 2017.Fig. 12

[Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} presents a matrix representation of the various errors observed in the 1-day-ahead to 6-day-ahead forecasting cases for various months. [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} shows that for 1-day-ahead forecasting, the lowest RMSE was in February, the highest RMSE was seen in the April and the average RMSE for all months was 70.15%. For 2-day-ahead forecasting, the lowest RMSE was in February, the highest RMSE was observed in August and the average RMSE for all months was 71.97%. For 3-day-ahead forecasting, the lowest RMSE was in February, the highest RMSE was in August and the average RMSE for all months was 76.71%. For 4-day-ahead forecasting, the lowest RMSE was observed for October, the highest RMSE was in May and the average RMSE for all months was 74.89%. For 5-day-ahead forecasting, the lowest RMSE was seen for November, the highest RMSE was in August and the average RMSE for all months was 76.11%. For 6-day-ahead forecasting, the lowest RMSE was in November, the highest RMSE was in July and the average RMSE for all months was 78.26%.Table 3M5 model forecasting results.Table 3JanFebMarAprMayJunJulyAugSepOctNovDecAvg1-day a-headMBE-19.40-5.06-15.18-46.1826.95-26.74-4.7237.32-22.44-3.8623.12-16.30**-6.04**RMSE35.7030.15113.80126.3186.8751.70118.5489.9658.3341.3857.5531.52**70.15**MAE21.4820.0771.8964.1551.7741.4171.0357.2135.5625.8034.0618.95**42.78**2-day a-headMBE-32.012.872.87-36.0030.34-3.3113.72-46.20-27.33-2.6014.58-28.81**-9.32**RMSE63.7340.7940.7987.07120.1957.23108.49131.5661.6446.9647.8757.36**71.97**MAE38.9325.4825.4842.0572.4743.4061.4080.9738.1830.2827.6135.04**43.44**3-day a-headMBE-22.8611.989.47-34.80-17.084.33-6.97-60.73-17.51-2.01-0.61-20.58**-13.11**RMSE56.8845.9984.7779.45146.7357.9596.47131.5852.2952.8164.4551.19**76.71**MAE35.8728.5247.9043.7985.0741.8954.4381.6534.8434.2238.4632.28**46.58**4-day a-headMBE0.0223.91-4.81-30.444.4210.64-33.85-53.85-13.03-6.171.165.86**-8.01**RMSE52.3260.0764.2774.04129.3965.3899.03120.7859.1351.8662.3060.11**74.89**MAE31.1334.2438.2742.0275.0946.5459.4075.3640.7733.9038.1336.47**45.94**5-day a-headMBE-27.3025.47-9.32-17.940.686.56-40.43-47.72-11.80-4.167.39-24.57**-11.93**RMSE81.2364.9159.9266.19124.0267.3697.46114.2855.6754.7954.3473.10**76.11**MAE48.5737.2636.0937.8475.2948.8662.8467.2739.8235.6934.4843.71**47.31**6-day a-headMBE-26.4715.69-20.14-2.80-1.50-3.93-46.06-37.71-11.27-0.077.11-23.82**-12.58**RMSE77.5261.1667.4172.12119.9258.78105.44123.4565.3458.1760.0269.77**78.26**MAE46.0637.6243.5546.1370.8044.8568.3171.0345.7637.5637.7441.45**49.24**

4.4. Performance of the random forest model {#sec4.4}
-------------------------------------------

The random forest model is also a modified regression tree model, in which many regression trees are pruned in place of a single regression tree and the result is obtained by averaging all trees. 1-day-ahead to 6-day-ahead solar radiation forecasting was conducted for all months of 2017 using of the random forest model. For the regressions, the "randomForest" package of the R software was used \[[@bib48]\]. For 1-day-ahead solar radiation forecasting in the month of May, a total of 500 trees were pruned. A graph of the errors and the numbers of trees is shown in [Fig. 13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"}. [Fig. 13](#fig13){ref-type="fig"} shows that, by increasing the number of trees, the errors decrease but after including a sufficient number of trees, the graph flattens out. [Fig. 14](#fig14){ref-type="fig"} depicts a graph showing the actual and forecasted values for 1-day-ahead to 6-day-ahead solar radiation forecasting for May.Fig. 13Error vs. Number of Regression Tree Graph.Fig. 13Fig. 14(a) 1-day-ahead (b) 2-day-ahead (c) 3-day-ahead (d) 4-day-ahead (e) 5-day-ahead (f) 6-day-ahead Forecasted and Actual value graph from the Random Forest Model for May 2017.Fig. 14

[Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} shows a matrix representation of the various errors observed from 1-day-ahead to 6-day-ahead forecasting in various months. [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} shows that for 1-day-ahead forecasting, the lowest RMSE was in December, the highest RMSE was seen in April and the average RMSE of 62.88% was observed for the remaining months. For 2-day-ahead forecasting, the lowest RMSE was in October, the highest RMSE was in May and the average RMSE for the remaining months was 66.4%. For 3-day-ahead forecasting, the lowest RMSE was in October, the highest RMSE was observed for May and the average RMSE for all months was approximately 65.08%. For 4-day-ahead forecasting, the lowest RMSE was in January, the highest RMSE was observed for May and the average RMSE for all months was 60.38%. For 5-day-ahead forecasting, the lowest RMSE was in March, the highest RMSE was in May and the average RMSE for all months was 72.65%. For 6-day-ahead forecasting, the lowest RMSE was seen in October, the highest RMSE was in May and the average RMSE for all months was 78.77%.Table 4Forecasting results with random forest model.Table 4JanFebMarAprMayJunJulyAugSepOctNovDecAvg1-day a-headMBE-9.2012.20-6.10-21.4439.02-9.1717.5528.8413.9227.8012.53-6.66**8.27**RMSE24.4626.5093.98118.01104.6534.00117.4659.2858.6748.8346.3022.47**62.88**MAE15.7416.9059.9754.9267.6925.4766.2632.6132.2629.5727.4214.42**36.94**2-day a-headMBE-23.1320.2517.72-16.0616.362.5421.19-30.02-9.047.45-1.92-20.11**-1.23**RMSE55.1240.2791.0490.73120.0431.16112.9592.0156.7516.1240.6949.91**66.4**MAE28.1426.0161.2841.9273.5021.9160.4850.5335.169.8427.3125.43**38.46**3-day a-headMBE-18.9722.644.96-6.61-22.9711.844.71-39.51-7.807.010.04-16.78**-5.12**RMSE53.2544.8081.6376.05133.8548.1694.6793.7652.7616.6239.0646.32**65.08**MAE30.5127.5554.5935.3882.8529.3551.5954.4033.959.7027.0626.97**38.66**4-day a-headMBE0.9528.55-3.89-0.21-0.8021.73-25.55-30.40-1.5111.510.470.47**0.11**RMSE24.8252.9229.2569.21121.9464.7995.6383.8265.7426.6235.6754.19**60.38**MAE13.6332.6618.1535.6276.4340.6858.7749.8640.6715.1723.7030.88**36.35**5-day a-headMBE-38.4534.55-4.588.426.1920.91-23.42-23.43-4.4420.562.20-34.45**-3**RMSE104.2664.7227.1368.60118.3967.2488.7587.0762.8939.2049.7693.80**72.65**MAE60.3141.0116.5439.2975.7243.2555.0453.9040.1822.6532.8154.21**44.58**6-day a-headMBE-30.2132.95-35.3028.015.8923.75-22.20-23.94-7.7026.15-1.66-26.98**-2.6**RMSE96.5067.4790.1486.50109.4367.7290.4481.3065.8548.8554.8886.17**78.77**MAE52.9746.8161.5454.4568.0744.3354.9051.6942.0429.4735.2247.86**49.11**

4.5. Comparison of various models {#sec4.5}
---------------------------------

In this section, a comparison of the forecasting outcomes obtained from the different models is made. All four models were compared on the basis of their average RMSEs generated during the 1-day-ahead to 6-day-ahead solar radiation forecasting scenarios. The root mean square error (RMSE) value is the most significant statistical indicator for regression. Averaging of the results was done in such a way that, for generating the average RMSEs for 1-day-ahead forecasting, the results of the 1-day-ahead forecasting in the months of January to December were averaged. [Fig. 15](#fig15){ref-type="fig"} shows the average RMSE graph for the forecasting outcomes as obtained from the various models considered. [Fig. 15](#fig15){ref-type="fig"} shows that, in all cases, the random forest model produced the lowest RMSEs, the M5 model produced the second lowest RMSEs, the MARS model produced the third lowest RMSEs and the CART model produced the greatest RMSEs.Fig. 15Comparison of the MARS, regression tree, M5 and random forest models.Fig. 15

We conclude that in this case study, the random forest model produced the best results among all models considered. The M5 model generated better results than the MARS and CART models. The MARS model produced better results than the CART model and inferior results compared to the M5 and random forest models. The CART model had the worst results among all models considered.

4.6. Validation of results {#sec4.6}
--------------------------

Although these statistical errors are sufficient to compare the performances of the various models, they do not indicate whether the forecasted results were statistically significant. The t-static error provides information of whether the results are at a significant confidence level. The t-static error is formulated as:$$t = \left\lbrack \frac{\left( {n - 1} \right)\left( {ME} \right)^{2}}{\left( {RMSE} \right)^{2} - \left( {ME} \right)^{2}} \right\rbrack^{1/2}$$

Lower t-static errors mean better model performances. The standard t-table provides the standard t-static error values (t~α/2~ at α level of significance and (n-1) degrees of freedom) to check the significance of the results. Those models that presented lower t (calculated) values than the standard t (tabulated) values are statistically significant \[[@bib49]\].

[Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} presents the t-static errors from the various models and the standard critical t-static values at the 95% confidence level. [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} shows that all models presented lower t-static errors than the standards in all cases. This means that all results were statistically significant. It can also be observed that in the months of January, February and December (winter season), the t-static errors were higher because, in the northern region of India, fog deposition is high and the availability of solar radiation is lower and naturally varies.Table 5t-static Errors from the Various Models and the Standard t-static Error Values.Table 5JanFebMarAprMayJunJulyAugSepOctNovDecStandard t-static error values at 95% confidence level \[[@bib50]\]**MARS Model**1 Day a-head1.114-1.6470.0590.412-0.4380.1010.009-0.516-0.289-0.242-0.0660.4142.0692 Day a-head1.508-1.892-0.1630.547-0.7620.0120.2730.3300.201-0.049-0.0410.6262.0133 Day a-head0.772-1.8740.0430.4500.113-0.1230.3810.8920.317-0.203-0.5700.2271.9944 Day a-head-0.577-1.9080.4160.518-0.195-0.197-0.1930.6860.258-0.449-0.793-0.9241.9845 Day a-head-0.241-1.9180.6330.382-0.190-0.3850.7830.5480.177-0.586-1.157-0.1111.986 Day a-head-0.859-1.9650.431-0.232-0.298-1.2511.3280.631-0.096-0.892-0.900-0.2941.976**M5**1 Day a-head0.8510.0660.2010.592-0.3330.2940.064-0.5070.2710.047-0.4330.8172.0692 Day a-head1.510-0.052-0.2700.600-0.6080.052-0.3111.2850.4840.043-0.3851.5102.0133 Day a-head1.014-0.271-0.2280.6680.421-0.0840.2051.2850.3890.0410.0191.0141.9944 Day a-head-0.001-0.6340.1340.664-0.121-0.2391.0371.3250.3420.148-0.042-0.2761.9845 Day a-head1.238-0.7450.2880.440-0.021-0.2391.3161.2930.3600.110-0.3121.2381.986 Day a-head1.255-0.4860.6570.0770.0470.1091.6421.1880.3860.002-0.3351.2551.976**Random Forest Model**1 Day a-head0.395-0.1610.0810.275-0.4880.101-0.246-0.376-0.182-0.339-0.2270.3772.0692 Day a-head1.162-0.369-0.3400.271-0.329-0.039-0.4930.5410.165-0.1190.0491.1242.0133 Day a-head0.839-0.518-0.1210.1300.573-0.228-0.1440.5410.175-0.140-0.0010.8291.9944 Day a-head-0.039-0.7560.1060.0050.022-0.4860.8020.7640.040-0.269-0.017-0.0221.9845 Day a-head1.721-1.0150.139-0.209-0.198-0.5300.7870.6710.138-0.538-0.0951.7091.986 Day a-head1.429-1.0481.178-0.779-0.191-0.6700.8280.7800.263-0.7650.0781.4211.976**Regression Tree Model**1 Day a-head0.620-0.423-0.0120.427-0.269-0.1870.156-0.215-1.010-0.456-0.2040.6172.0692 Day a-head0.865-0.575-0.3210.2830.224-0.284-0.5130.659-0.937-0.358-0.8140.8652.0133 Day a-head0.510-0.4770.124-0.1141.171-0.3720.0340.593-0.859-0.584-0.7940.5101.9944 Day a-head-0.476-0.9260.347-0.2080.281-0.8130.0930.509-1.077-0.656-0.892-0.1931.9845 Day a-head0.954-1.2400.411-0.3740.925-0.611-0.0800.093-0.456-0.724-0.8180.9541.986 Day a-head0.771-1.2651.508-0.4890.631-0.9980.1820.066-0.332-0.678-0.7750.7711.976

4.7. Discussion {#sec4.7}
---------------

A close examination of the results shows that all models presented good results. When viewing the differences between the 1-day-ahead forecasting results and the 6-day-ahead forecasting results, we observe that in the case of random forest forecasting, the differences between the RMSEs of the 1-day-ahead and the RMSEs of the 6-day-ahead forecasting were 15.89%, which were within acceptable limits. This shows that if we increase the day-ahead span for forecasting, acceptable results would be found. Moreover, a longer day-ahead forecasting period was beneficial. If we want to estimate the availability of solar radiation up to 6 days in advance, we can estimate its value accurately (within standard prescribed limits). These results can be useful for various applications, such as in solar power availability calculations, atmospheric energy-balance studies, analyses of the thermal loads on buildings, farming aspects and solar-dependent industries. For example, for power bidding by an ISO, a solar power plant must bid its rate and the amount of power to be injected into the grid at 1--6 days before on an hourly basis. The plant has a solar radiation measurement facility and can calculate the ratio by which the solar radiation is converted to available power. By having this information available, a plant can accurately predict values for solar power on an hourly basis. Hence, these results are very useful for power bidding up to 6 days before the power needs to be transmitted.

It can also be observed that the month is also a significant factor for forecasting in the northern region of India. In the summer season, clear solar radiation is available that the models were able to accurately predict. However, in the winter season, the solar radiation is lower and is non-uniform in nature; due to these factors, the models were not able to predict accurate results. In the rainy season, the maximum variations are sometimes seen when clear non-dusty skies are present, which facilitate high solar radiation that is otherwise available due to a cloudy atmosphere, for which low solar radiation is present; because of these effects, the models were not able to provide very good fits and contained lower prediction accuracies. In the northern region of India, in general, the winter season is from November to February, the summer season is from March to June and the rainy season is from July to October. In this paper, for the graphical representation of the actual and predicted values, the results for May were shown because of the maximum variations present in the actual solar radiation (This can be easily observed in the graph of actual values shown in [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}), and if the models are able to fit in such variable data, then the model can easily fit the datasets for other months.

5. Conclusions {#sec5}
==============

The performances of the CART, MARS, M5 and random forest models have been analysed for solar radiation forecasting in this case study. The model performances were examined on an hourly basis for 1-day-ahead to 6-day-ahead solar radiation forecasting for the site location at Gorakhpur, India. Forecasting was performed considering all months of 2017 so that the performance of forecasting could be evaluated in a more detailed manner. Nine metrological variables were taken as inputs to build the models and the results were compared through several comparative statistics, including the mean bias error (MBE), the root mean squared error (RMSE) and the mean absolute error (MAE). The outcomes of this case study are given below:•All four models provided sufficiently accurate results for 1-day-ahead to 6-day-ahead forecasting.•To check the feasibility of the results, t-static tests were also carried out. From the t-test errors, it was found that the results from the various forecasting models were statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.•When increasing the day-ahead span, the errors did not increase rapidly. Hence, these models were applicable for up to 6-day-ahead forecasting.•Forecasting errors were higher in the cloudy season because the variations in solar radiation were due more to clouds, whereas in the winter and summer seasons, the forecasting errors were low because the variations in solar radiation were lower due to the clear skies.•The order of the performance results is random forest \> M5\>MARS \> CART (best to worst)•The results suggested that the random forest model can be used as an alternative to the CART, MARS, and M5Tree models for modelling solar radiation.•Hourly solar radiation forecasting will be helpful for estimations of the available solar power during every hour of the day. Such forecasting results are certainly beneficial for independent system operators (ISO) in their bidding processes.
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